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About This Content

Illusion VR & PC

Trapped inside your own mind, inside your own dream!
Test subjects of a secret organization that is feeding you hallucinogenic drugs, you are lost between reality and dream.

Your guard is gone for 2 hours and you have to find the antidote and return to reality so you can escape! Nothing makes sense
though...

Just when you thought you found the solution, a door transports you to another universe, you will have to fight against your own
logic, because the dream can become a nightmare!
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Title: Tales of Escape - Illusion (VR)
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Free to Play, Indie
Developer:
OnSkull Games
Release Date: 26 Oct, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7+

Processor: Intel i5 / AMD FX series or equivalent

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia 210 / AMD equivalent

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2 GB available space

Additional Notes: For Non-VR players

English,Greek,Polish,Russian,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Portuguese,Simplified Chinese
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Honestly, storyline-wise this is a great game. I was already a fan of this, so the steam version seems like an extension. I do think
that it's a better experience on a mobile phone, as the price is less and it works better with the concept of waiting for a reply.
However, either way, this is a great game that you should try.

EDIT: At the time of writing that, i had not yet completed the full game, and assumed that it would all be the same.

There is actually a great addition to the storyline, once you finish the game in all slow-mode (might also appear under different
curcumstances, but thats when i got it)

my point being, there IS something extra for a fan of the mobile version, and i recommend it to people who have already played
that, too.. ok pls see my review of the main ac game ( 2\/10) .
now considering that it's obvious that i will not recommend this game or it's DLCs.

i dont remember the "MAHARAJA MISSIONS" so its bad like the rest of the game because if it was good i would have
remember something from it at least !
and there is only 2 very unclear unrelated pictures for the DLC on steam as if they DONT WANT to show what they are
offering !
so i cant remember the missions by looking at the picturews either but i can tell u this i remember the missions with this indian
fellow guy in them and believe me they were all just as baaaad as the rest of the game so dont even bother !

i give this DLC : 2\/10
reviewed by IMMORTALEADER. I do not enjoy this game it is harder gto beat than Cuphead, Cuphead, on the other hand is
very hard, but enjoyable. This GAME IS A SYNONYM OF TRASH Also JOin this discord server https:\/\/discord.gg\/nRcStG.
This game is UNIIQUE. A class by it self. Hope most of u buy this. I like it. Hope u will 2. ;)
. Sorry for my impoliteness, but this game needs more improvement indeed, below are issues so far:

1. Gold get disappeared too quicky, if you kill a mob in long range and you won't able to get the gold.

2. Dmg / gold showing incorrectly. eg. Weapon DMG upgraded but showing the old dmg. Gold didn't refresh after transaction.

edit: Recommend this game since developers will listen and work hard for debugging. The game is fun indeed. The slow motion
during shooting is a cool impact.. Great visual design and clever gameplay. I had no idea it wasn't a one-track narrative until I
was finished with the first playthrough! Super fun, definitely a game I'll return to when I need a pick-me-up.. Decent game for
price. With Game Conqueror I modified few values in RAM and I found out that game doesn't allow more than 50 enemies.
Which is shame, because it gets very boring in later waves. Also, too little turret choices.

And thanks developer for supporting GNU\/Linux. I wouldn't have bought this game otherwise.
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One of those few fun 3D platformers/adventure games you can find on Steam. The voice acting isn't anything special, it borders
on hard to listen to, but the game itself is fun, and the visuals are pretty good.. I would like to have graphics options. The game is
too heavy for my macbook pro. I would also like to have a option to remove artillery. Currently, the game crashes when I reload
it.. verry hot bob and vagine. nobody plays it. Had a great time playing Crucible Falls, great effort guys! The puzzles are a great
challenge and rewarding when you solve them. Be prepared to use communication and your puzzle-solving skills!

One of the things I appreciate most about this is honestly it's challenge level. I feel some game genre's have started to hold our
hands too much, and it's nice to see a solid challenge with minimal instruction. Makes you think rather than have glowingly over-
obvious goals.. Your enemies can build wherever they please, but you can't. They build whatever they please wherever they
please. You, on the other hand, can't build anything unless you have vision. Even after you build the 'Eagle Eye', which gives
you full map coverage, you still can't build anything unless you have a unit nearby.

5\/10. I'll just go play LASW on my phone as I've been doing for years.. I can't believe this was developed by one person.
Everything about this game is just mind blowing. Graphics, animations, physics, you name it!
No snowboarding title comes even close.

NOTE:
It's been a while since any update news have been posted on Steam, however; this game is very ACTIVELY DEVELOPED.
New features/tweaks pop every week on experimental branch and the developer is addressing any surfacing issues very quickly
on Discord.

Highly recommended!
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